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1. Introduction 

The purpose of the present paper is to give a brief pre

sentation of some facts concerning the phonology of Danish im

peratives, both from a taxonomic and (mainly) from a genera

tive point of view. 

I shall be concerned with the phonological shape which 

the imperatives have if they do at all occur (the modal verbs, 

which never form imperatives, ·are, of course, left out of con

sideration), but not with the extent to which these imperatives 
' are actually used or avoided in normal speech, for semantical 

or other reasons (cf. section 2.2.2. for some imperatives which 

are often avoided for phonological reasons). 

In section 3.4. the vowel quantity of some related nouns 

and verbs is compared. The implications of this material for 

the imperative are discussed in section 3. 3. 
It should be emphasized that the present paper does not 

attempt to give explicit rule formulations or other definite 

solutions, since it is my conviction that too little is known 

as yet about the generative phono1ogy of Danish (at least to 

the present_author) to make such attempts succesful. The pur

pose is the more modest one of presenting some data and pro-. 

blems which may be relevant to later, more explicit, formula

t'·ions. 

1) I am indebted to Eli Fischer-Jergensen and Jergen Rischel 
for valuable comments on a first draft of this paper. 



1.1.· The language under consideration 

The language described here is a rather conservative va

riety of Standard Danish, close to the norm described by Jes

persen (lo), Martinet (11), and Hjelmslev (9), generally in 

accordance with the pronunciations found in Ordbog over det 

danske Sprog. Rischel (13) often gives two or more pronunci

ations, and generally the more (most) conservative of these 

corresponds to the norm described here. 

It should be noted that this "Conservative Standard Da

nish" (CSD) is clearly different from "Advanced Standard Co

penhagen" (ASC) as described by Basb0ll (1). In section 4.of 

the present paper a very brief survey of the imperatives in 

ASC will be given. (A summary of the main differences between 

CSD and ASC is given in the said paper (p.·34 ££).) 

1.2. Phonetic transcription 

I use a rather broad phonetic transcription much like the 

one found in Rischel (13). The reader is referred to his pa

per, both £or a definition of the IPA_ symbols used in the 

transcription (p. 179), and for a survey of the phoneme system 

and the main rules of allophonic variation (p. 178 ff). 

1.3. The material 

The material includes all imperatives found in S0rensen 

(15). In some cases, other sources have been consu1ted, too, 

especially dictionaries and Hansen (6 and 8). 

2. Danish imperatives from a taxonomic point of view 

In most textbooks on banish, the imperative is said to 

be identical to the stem of the verb, e.g. Diderichsen (5, p. 

64). This is true £or the orthogr~phy, and also £or the pro

nunciation as long as the st0d is kept out of consideration 

{cf. section 2.2. below}. 

The stem is found by subtracting final shwa (if there is 

any shwa, see below) from ,the infinitive, cf. the following 

section. 

I 

I 



2.1. The infinitive 

Danish infinitives all.end in a vowel
2

: either in shwa 

([~]) or in a long or short "full" vowel (in accordance with 

the tradition, I consider all st0d-vowels as being phonemi

cally long; the term "full" vowel denotes all vowels except 

shwa). 
All verbs whose stem ends in a consonant or a diphthong 

have infinitives ending in shwa. 

Verbs whose stem ends in a vowel have infinitives iden

tical to the stem or ending in shwa. This depends partly on 

the quality of the stem vowel. If it is u, the infinitive 

ends in shwa (exception~ (du?] 'be good 1). If it is i, some 

infinitives end in shwa (~ 1 lceep silent', kvie (sig) 

'writhe',~ 'wait', svie 'smart',~ 1 suck 1 ), others in [i?] 
(fri 'woo', !:1 1 tack', ,tl 'strain', _Yi. 'marry' - [gi ?]is dis

cussed below). If it is~, the infinitives seem to end in 

shwa, but we have only got two marginal examples {a 1 e 'caress', 

bejae 's~y yes to' - [ hre? , tre?] are discussed below). For 

all other vowels, the infinitive is identical to the stem. 

Thus Martinet's statement (11, 4-9) that "les infinitifs 

danois ne prennent pas le~ desinence caracteristique de ce 

mode, lorsque le theme verbal se termine par une voyelle" is 

not correct, but his argument (for interpreting the diphthongs 

as combinations of a vowel plus a consonant) holds true be

cause stems ending in a diphthong always have infinitives ~vith 

shwa. 

Phonemically, there is neutralization between long and 

short vowel before sh-wa. In all cases where the stem vowel 

appears word-finally it has st0d and thus must be considered 

long, and I shall therefore consider the stem vowel before shwa 

as being phonemically long in all cases. Examples are the 

2) The infinitives ending in a long {voiced) consonant, 
e.g. kalde [ kal:] 'call' { only i:11 rapid speech) , are 
phonemically to be interpreted as consonant plus shwa 
( /kal-a / ) • 
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adjectives !U:, nye [ ny?., ny ( : ) • 'c) ]' t·new' and .f!;i., :frie [ :f B' i ? • 
f'Hi(:) d] 'free' (and the sideforms of the infinitive vi/vie 

and di/die; the rare forms~ and di are mentioned by Hansen 

(6, p. 53 and 8, vol. III p. 66)). The imperatives are under 

discussion and should therefore not be used as an argument here. 

Three verbs should be mentioned apart from the others be

cause they have three different infintive forms: give 'give', 

~ 'have''· and tage 'take', pronounced [ gi :v~ , gi ?, gi] , 

E hre:v~ , hce?, ha] , and [tre:y~, tre?, ta J , respectively. The 

normal pronunciations are those with st0d-vowel. [gi, ha, -ta] 

are the only infinitives which in stressed position end in a 

short "full" vowel (in unstressed position all vowels may lose 

their lenghth and/or st0d). 

The verb klrede 'dress' is either pronounced.(kle:5.) or 

[kle?J(with the corresponding two pronunciations [kle:5v] or 

[kle?H]in the prese~t tense). Similar side:forms are found in 

the verbs be(de), re(de), li(de) 'pray', 'comb', 'like'. 

2.2. The imperative 

The imperative of a verb is phonemically identical to 

the stem except for the.fact that the imperative has st0d when

ever the stem has "phonetic st0d-basis" (c£. section 3.2. be

low for another type of st0d-basis). 

Only syllables with a certain amount of stress can take 

the st0d, but all stem syllables (which are the ones conside

red here) have got this amount-of stress (normally primary or 

secondary stress), except when the word in which they occur 

is in unstressed positionJ the latter case is disregard~d in 

the present paper. 

Syllables with a long vowel always have phonetic st0d-ba

sis (if st0d occurs it falls in the vowel). Syllables with a 

short vowel have phonetic st0d-basis only if the vowel is im

mediately followed by a voiced consonant (which may or may not 

be :followed by additional voiced or voiceless consonants), i.e. 

by[;6 ·'i B'.·l·m n 'J J (if st0d occurs it falls in this consonant). 

The i- and .!!,-diphthongs also have phonetic .st0d.-basis (if st0d 

occurs it falls in its second member, cf. that they are nor

mally interpreted as a short vowel plus /j/ or /v/; thi~ inter-



pretation is used in the present paper). 

The above-mentioned term "voiced consonant" should be 

taken to denote a class of phonemes, and not as being a purely 

phonetic description {in the case of£, however, the following 

consonant must be taken into consideration, cf. section 2.2.1. 

below). Word-final£,~ etc. in st0d-less syllables are often 

partly or wholly devoiced (e.g. par, ill!!. [pa~, ho~] 'pair', 

1 hole 1 ), but these syllables nevertheless have phonetic st0d

basis as shown by the imperatives par, ill!!. [paI:f?, hol ?_] • 

As an example of the formation of the imperative, let us 

consider the verb give. Corresponding to the three forms of 

the infinitive [gi:v~, gi?,, gi] we have the three imperatives 

[gi?v, gi?, gi]. 

Two verbs are exceptions to the rule that all imperatives 

with phonetic st0d-basis (in the sense defined here) have st0d, 

viz • .!£2.fil, g0r [kvm, g~I:f] 'come', 1 do 13 • (According to the gene

ral scheme these imperatives should be*[kum?, g~~I:f] , cf. the 

infinitives [kvm~, gm:B~].) Probably no purely synchronical 

explanation of these exceptions can be given, but ~ischel· (12) 

has pointed to the'fact that these forms are often used in un

stressed position, and in this position~ and vowel length 

are normally lost. 

2.2.1. Verbs with stem-final r + consonant 

The verbs with stem-final£+ consonant pose special pro

blems. I shall only give a very rough sketch of what I hope to 

be the main .facts (in accordance with Hansen (7, P• 75 ff)); 

the practice of Ordbog over det danske Sprog is, however, ex

tremely complicated - and probably inconsistent - on this point, 

cf. Diderichsen's detailed discussion (4, p. 62 ff). 

In the norm described here,£ after a short vowel is un

voiced before£,~, and written~,~, li• Such syllables do not 

3) Before the encli tic variants [ ~n, a5 J of ~, £tl fde;n? ., 
de] 'it', monosyllables with phonetic st0d-basis a ways 
have st0d, e.g. [ •g~11?~] (or [ •ge21td~J )-. ~do it""\imperative 
or present)', but this phenomenon has nothing to do with 
specific grammatical forms, e.g. the imperative, see Hansen 
(6, P• 115 ff). 
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have phonetic ~-basis, of. the absence of~ in imperati

·ves like styrt, verf [ sdYBd , v e Bf] 'overthrow', 'throw'. On 
0 0 

the other hand,£ before other consonants, including written 

~, &, K,is voiced, and such syllables have phonetic st0d-basis, 

cf. the ~ in imperatives like myrd, hverv [ myB9 d , v eB? v J 
•murder', 'recruit'. 

There are commutation pairs like vrerten, verden [ v e B d ~n 
• • 

v e H.d ,fn·] ·, the host', 'world'. Phonemically, this may be a 

difference between /rt/ and /rd/ (after[~] also [t] is heard, 

but never after [B] ), or between /~/-and /r/.~ 

The first solution, which is in fact the common one, is 

in disagreement with the well-known statement (first mentioned 

by Uldall (16, p. 56 f), and discussed in detail by Martinet 

(11, 3-5 ff)) that there is neutralization [p/b] [t/d] 

and [k/g] before shwa. This argument is decisive for Martinet 

because he considers /'6/ and /y/ (whic·h generally are in op

position to [t/d] and (k/g], respectively, before shwa) as be- . 

ing separate phonemes, and he concludes that if the opposition. 

verden: vrerten were general in Danish (what he refutes) it 

·must be a distinction between a voiced and an unvoiced £-pho

neme (11, 3-Jo). 

This distinction between two £-phonemes would permit us to 

state the needed addition to the rule for phonetic st0d-basis 

of section 2.2. above in a simple way: /r/ belongs to the class 

of phonemes that constitute st0d-basis together with a prece

ding short vowel, whereas / 0/ does not. [BJ before f and~, 
0 

where there is no opposition 

identified with /r/, whereas 
0 

to [BJ , is then of course to be 

word-final£ (which may have any-

thing between voicelessness and full voicing) is identified 

with /r/. {In ASC these words behave differently, cf. section 

4. below.) 

If, on the other hand, [t-] and [-d(-)] are r~duced to one 

phoneme /t/, and [d-] and [- ~ (-)] to /d/ (and similarly for 

[k-] and [-g(-~, and for [g-J and [-y(-)]) - as they have nor

mally been in Danish phonemics - Martinet's argument is no lon

ger valid since there is then opposition between /t/ and /d/, 

and between /k/.and /g/, in the position between a vowel and 
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shwa. Thus it seems to be the simplest solution not to intro

duce a new phoneme (/r/),but to let the distinction between 
0 

vrerten and verden be one between /rt/ and /rd/ where /d/ is 

manifested by a stop (and not by a fricative as when occurring 

between a vowel and shwa). It should be added that /g/ is ma

nifested by a fricative in the cluster /rg/, and that the di

stinction between /p/ and /b/ after /r/ is similar to that be

tween /t/ and /d/ (e. g. torpen, Torben' [ t D H b ~ n , t PH b d nl-' 4 0 

'the thorp', '(a boy's name)) • 

If the above-mentioned reduction is accepted, the formu

lation of phonetic ~-basis of section 2.2. above must be mo

dified like this: (1) Syllables with a long vowel have phonetic 

st0d-basis; (2) syllables with a short vowel immediately fol

lowed by one of the phonemes /d, g, 1, m, n, ~ , j, v/ have 

phonetic st0d-basis; (3) syllables with a short vowel immedia

tely followed by /r/ have phonetic ~-basis unless the /r/ 

is immediately followed by one of the phonemes /p, t, k, f, s/. 

2.2.2. Final consonant clusters 

It is well known that Danish imperatives often have final 

consonant clusters which do not otherwise occur word-finally 

but only word-medially in Danish (between a "full" vowel and 

shwa). This is the reason why imperatives are generally ex-, 
eluded from the material when the permissible final consonant 

combinations are set up, e.g. by Martinet (11), Uldall (16), 

and Vestergaard (17). I quote Uldall on this point (p. 56): 

"imperatives have been left out, because in these forms groups 

occur which are not otherwise permissible in the language (e.g. 

in slobr, klatr_, vekl ). The conclusion is that the imperati

ve is normally formed by substraction." 

Jespersen (lo, p. 172 ff) does. not exclude the impera

tives explicitly, but he only mentions imperatives in three ca

ses, all- in parentheses ( [ bn] in ~ 'witness', [5m] in r0dm 

'redden', and [1n] in skeln 'distinguish'). Diderichsen (3) 
includes imperatives in the material. 

I shall not try to make any systematic (not to say exhau

stive) classification of these clusters {and they will not even 
---------------------------------------------------------------4) Eli Fischer-J0rge~sen has· suggested this point. 
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be enumerated), but I wish to make a ·:rew tentative remarks con

cerning the more important types. 

(1) Some :final clusters do not constitute any di:f:ficul

ties :for Danish speakers, although they are not :found word-fi

nally in native words outside the imperatives (some :foreign 

words pose similar phonotactic problems as the imperatives). 

This is true :for e.g-. [b n] , [b m] , and [ln] (c:f. vidn [vib?n], 
r0drri [B0b ?m], and skeln [ sg e l ?n] , the .three imperatives mentio

ned by Jespersen); these imperatives are always pronounced as 

true monosyllables (otherwise Vestergaard (17, p. 60)). The 

reason probably is that they are in agreement with the order 

relations :for :final consonants, according to which voiced :frica

tives appear before nasals (Vestergaard 17, P• 56)), and li- • 

quids appear before nasals, too (Vestergaard does not state this 

latter rule, but it can be deduced :from his diagram (ib.)). 

(2) The clusters which conflict with the above-mentioned 

order relations :for :final consonants :fall into two groups ac

cording to (a) their agreement with or (b) their violation o:f 

the basic order relation that voiced consonants appear before 

voiceless ones (initially the relation is, o:f course, the re

verse). Vestergaard (17) states this as an order rule among 

many others, but it seems to be o:f a more :fundamental nature 

(c:f. the treatment o:f the imperatives below; the postvocalic 

voiced consonants are crucial to :formulations o:f the appearence 

o:f st0d; and Danish speakers react much more violently to con

:flicts with this rule than to conflicts with the other order 

rules). 

{a) Final clusters that conflict with at least one or

der relation,but not with the 'voicing rule'. Such clusters 

are e.g. [mH], [ml], [nl] , as in the imperatives t0mr [t CBm?il] 

'carpenter', vriml [ v B' em ? 1] 'swarm', and handl [han? 1] 'tra

de'. These are either pronounced as true monosyllables, or as 

dissyllables, thus coalescing with the nouns t0mmer [toom?p] 

'timber' , vrimmel [ v B' ~ m? t] 'swarm' , and handel [ban ? f] 'tra

de'. Similarly, the imperative logr [ lpy?H] 'wag' may be 

pronounced either as a. monosyllable or as a dissyllable rhyming 

with kogger [kpy?p'J 'quiver'. (Hjelmslev (9) interprets those" 

nouns as being "ideally" (i.e. ,._ with a gross approximation -
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morphophonemically or in their underlying form) monosyllables 

because of the st0d.) 

The cluster [b H], as in ~ [h·g!) ? HJ 'honour!' pro

bably belongs here. It conflicts with Vestergaard's rule that 

liquids appear before fricatives (17, P• 56), but this rule is 

somewhat dubious because of the important "exceptions" 

and [ 1;tl J which are much more stable -than the reverse clusters 

[ ly J and [ Iv] . It may be more correct to say that [ 0 HJ does 

not conflict with any order rule but that it does conflict with 

the principle that two members of the same "order class" do 

not combine, [ ~ J and [ 11 ] being otherwise vowel adjacent (it 

is hard to say whether [ 5 11 J or [ H b J is the more "unnatural" 

combination). 

(b) Final clusters that violate the 'voicing rule'. 

-Examples are [ t H] , [ kl J ·, [ sn J , as in the imperatives kla tr 

'climb', pukl 'swot', _and visn 'wither' (notice that the three 

imperatives mentioned by Uldall (16, the quotation above) as 

an argument in favour of excluding all imperatives. from the di

stributional material, all belong to this group). These are 

normally pronounced as dissyllables, thus coalescing with the 

nouns klatter [ kladp J 'blots 1 , pukkel [ pog! J 'hump_', and the 

adjective vissen [ vesn J 'withered'.• If, however, they are pro-
• 

nounced as monosyllables, the last consonant is devoiced, thus 

obeying the 'voicing rule' : [ klad ~] ,[ pog¼J ,[vesIJ J ( these 

pronunciations are quoted by Rischel (12)). 

3. Danish imperatives from a generative point of view 

3.1. The problem 

A basic problem concerning the Danish imperatives from 

a generative point of view has been formul~ted by Rische! (lJ, 

· P• 2o2), who also suggests where to look for a solution: 

"A paradi,gm like [ baO J 'bath' - plural [ bee: b ~ J can be 

described as a case of vowel lengthening in "open syl

lable" under the conditions summarized above [i.e. "ty-
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pically before a voiced approximant 5 that is followed 

by a vowel, cp. [ ha};¼ J 'sea' - plural[ hee:v'd] [ gla~ J , 
'glad' - plural [glee:b~J "(13, p. 2ol). ]. The verb 

[ bee:b~] 'bathe' with its pre~erite and past participle 

:forms [bee:b (. )0 ~ J , [bee: b ('d )t ] can apparently be ex-

plained in the same way, as derived :from underlying :forms 

with short vowel. However, the imperative o:f this verb 

is [bee?~ J, which rather points to underlying long vowel 

in the verb. Thus it may seem that vowel..length is ge

nerated by a simple rule in plural :forms like [ bee: b ~ J 
but is due to a stem :formation :feature o:f length in in

:fini ti ve :forms like [ bee i ~ e1 J . 
There is, however, some evidence that the behaviour 

o:f the imperative is due to special :formation :features 

and thus should not be taken as decisive in assessing 

the underlying ~uantity. It is necessary here to point 

to the :fact that st0d, too, :functions (on the sur:face) to 

distinguish imperative :forms :from otherwise phonetically 

similar noun :forms, cp. • the noun [ sbel J 'play' ( de:fini te 

:form [ sbel? ~ b ] ) versus the imperative [ sbel? J 'play'. 

( in:fini ti ve [ sbel e1 J ) . " 
Rischel's two proposals :for the :formation o:f the impera

tive will be discussed below in section 3.3.,· but this discus

·sion presupposes a c_onception o:f the st0d :from a ·generative 

point 0£ view which will be stated briefly in the :following sec

tion. 

Phonological st0d-basis 

In addition to the phonetic st0d-basis discussed in sec

tion 2.2. above, one may de:fine a "phonological st0d-basis". In 

general, the problems concerning st0d (and quantity, c:f. sec

tion J.4. below) are much too complicated to be taken care o:f in 

this paper, and I shall only roughly sketch what I understand 

by. the term "phonological st0d .. basis". 

------------~--------------------------------------------------
5) On this point ·Risch_el dis_agr~es witµ Hj el~slev ( 9) who 

postulates a vowel lengthening before all single conso
nants :followed by shwa (c:f. section J.4.1. below). 



It was mentioned in section 2.2. that some syllables do 

not have~ when they occur as stressed monosyllabic words, 

although they have phonetic ~-basis, e.g. hul, par,~, 
6 . . 

~ , ~' ~' t0j, f'og [ hol, paH, vE;n, ham, ba~ , ha~' 

t-P,¼, f'oy] 'hole', 'pair', 'f'riend', 'him', 'bath', 'sea', 

'cloth', 'blizzard'. In f'oreign (French) words.also word-f'inal 

[ ')] occurs in ~-less syllables, e.g. in~ [ b-P')] 'voucher'. 

These st0d-less monosyllables with phonetic st0d-basis all have 

short ~1 plus a single "systematically" 7 voiced consonant. 

When the :final consonant in question _is :followed by other 

consonants, the syllable has~• (Two st0d-less words which 

normally end in [ 1 ] may, however, end in [ 1 v] in very .formal 

or. perhaps somewhat artif'icial speech:~, gulv [s0l{v), 

gol{v) J 'silver', ':floor'; note, however, that.!:! in these 

words is normally.retained before shwa: gulve, fors0lve [ golv~ ... 

:f p HI s0l ?y ~]':floors 1 , 'silver-plate (verb)'). The domain o:f 

this ~-basis rule does not exceed morpheme boundaries, er. 

~ [ tals] ,genitive o:f ~ [tal] •number' as against hals 

[hal?s] 'neck' (this di:ff'erence may be explained by some sort 

o:f juncture in the f'ormer case). 

A final consonant with st0d which is not :followed by 

other consonants can sometimes, as shown by Hjelmslev (9), be 

considered a mani:festation of an underlying consonant cluster, 

e. g. in ~, skyld [ mar.i?, sgyl? J 'man', 'guilt', c:f. the de

ri va ti ves mandig, skyldig[ mandi, sgyldi J 'manly', 'guilty' 

. ( the deri va ti ve is -~ and not -dig, cf'. s0vnig [ s a, ~i] 'slee

py', derived f'rom ~ [ s a,~ ?·n] 'sleep'). • This is never the 

case :for :final 1, ll etc. in st0d-less monosyllables. 

These :facts may be generalized so that st0d occurs auto

matically in stressed monosyllables with underlying short vo

wel plus a consonant cluster (including geminates) whose :first 

member is one of the voiced consonants mentioned above,·i.e. ~' 

6) 

7) 

Final [m] occurs in st0d-less monosyllables only in pro
nouns and the imperative ~ [ kt>m]. .• 
By this term I mean that the consonant in question is 
[+voiced]in the completely filled (i.e. redundant) matrix 
which is input to the phonolo~ical rules (i.e. after the 
redundancy rules have applied). 
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~, fil, ~' y, ~' ~' £ (i£ ~ is not taken to be a segment distinct 

£rom £ (c~. section 2.2.1. above), the clusters £,E., rt,~, rf, 

£2. are exceptions to the rule). Furthermore, the~ occurs 

automatically in stressed monosyllables with an underlying long 

vowel. In the following, these two types of syllables are said 

to have phonological st0d-basis. (An interpretation very much ---, 
along these lines was first proposed by Hjelmslev (9).) 

It is clear that the st0d must be assigned at an early 

stage of the derivation since it is dependent on the mor:pholo

gical structure (which may be expressed by means of junctures) 

and latent consonants. 

Although I do not a priori exclude the possibility that 

the st0d may be introduced at various stages of the derivation, 

I shall in the following presuppose that the st0d is predic

table from the underlying form, i.e. only syllables with phono

logical st0d-basis have st0d. This st0d occurs in all syllab

les with phonological st0d-basis with certain exceptions, no

tably when they occur in unstressed position, before shwa, and 

as first part 0£ compounds and certain derivatives (e.g. male, 

malmand, s0vnig [m ;;> :1 ~ , 'm;;) :1
1 
man? , s (e~i] 'measure (verb) 1 , 

'goal-keeper', 'sleepy', cf. ma.l, s0vn [ m;)? 1 _, s a, ~? n] 'mea

sure (noun), goal', 1 sleep 1 ). 

Some proposals which modify the concept of phonological 

st0d-basis stated above are mentioned in the following section. 

3.3. The imperative 

The nouns~' spil (ba~, sbel] 'bath', 'play' are obvi

,ously related to the verbs bade, spill e [ bre: (5 ~ , sbel g J 'bathe' , 
1 play 1 , imperatives [ bre?(5 , sbel? J . There seem to be several 

possible ways to explain the relation between these forms. 

(1) • As proposed by Rischel (section 3.1. above) the noun 

and the verb stem may have the same underlying form, viz. en

ding in a short vowel plus a single consonant, and the vowel 

length of the plural [ bre: 58 J of the noun and in the forms of 

the verb [ boo: ~g ] except the imperative are explained by means 

of a vowel lengthening rule in open _syllable. According to 

this proposal the imperatives [ boo?~ , sbel?] are formed by a 



special stem formation ru1e which in some verbs (e.g.~) 

geminates the vowel, in others (e.g. spille) geminates the 

:final consonant (I use the terms "lengthening" and ''gemination" 

synonymously). 

(2) Another possibility, brie:fly suggested by Rischel 

(section 3.1. above), is that the vowel length in the verb 

[bre:5~] is due to a stem :formation :feature o:f length. Thus 

the imperative [ bre'l 5] is identical to the verb stem in the 

underlying representation, and we may conclude that also the 

imperative [ sbel?]is identical to· the stem o:f [sbel~], i.e. 

spille is derived :from the noun [ sbel] by means o:f a stem :for

mation :feature which geminates the :final consonant. 

The :fact that the vowel ·quantity o:f the in:finitive and 

the imperative is always the same {on the sur:face) (except 

g0re, g0r) speaks against assumption ( 1). On the other hand, 

in all cases where a verb and a plural ending in shwa are both· 

:formed :from the same (st0d-less) noun with an underlying short 

vowel plus a single :final (systematically) voiced consonant 

{without any vowel shi:ft), the vowel quantity of the verb and 

the plural is the same. This suggests that the vowel length 

o:f e.g. the plural and the infinitive[bre:5~Jis in fact the 

same phenomenon (as it is according to hypothesis (1)). This 

might lead to a third hypothesis. 

(3) There is on_e phonological rule which - under cer

tain conditions and in certain words, see below - lengthens 

vowels {a) in open syllables and (b) in imperative forms; or 

which lengthens the vowels in question in open syllables, a:f

ter which the final shwa (of the infinitive) is deleted in 

imperative :forms. This is, however, in disagreement with my 

presupposition on the st0d (section 3.2. above: the st0d is 

predictable from the underlying :form) since according to hy

pothesis (3) the ~-rule would have to apply after the men

tioned vowel lengthening rule (it may of course be the pre

supposition which is wrong). Furthermore, a rule would be 

required to lengthen the consonant in e.g. the imperative 

[sbel?] before the ~-rule applies. 

(I shall not discuss whether the st0d-rule could be an 
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'over-all rule' applying whenever certain conditions are :ful

:filled. Another possibility, which is also in disagreement 

with the claim o:f section J.2. above that only syllables with 

phonological st0d-basis have st0d, is the :following: st0d is 

assigned to all syllables which should have st0d according to 

the morphological structure o:f the word in which they occur 

(e.g. to the root syllable o:f a complex verb {a:fspille, udg0re 

etc.), to the imperative·, and to a monosyllabic noun be:fore 

the de:finite article). The st0d could be removed :from syllab

les without phonetic st0d-basis by some so~t o:f output-con

straint. According to this proposal, the concept o:f phonolo

gical st0d-basis de:fined in section 3.2. above would be rele

vant only to certain word-types, notably the (stressed) mono

syllables.) • 

Under the mentioned assumption about the st0d (o:f sec-

tion J.2. above) I have :found one argument which strongly speaks 

against proposal (1) and in :favour o:f (2). Verbs like spille, 

sm0re [ sbel ,e., sm ce: H ~ J 'play', 'butter ( the bread)' should 

according to (1) have underlying short vowel plus a single 

(systematically) voiced consonant, i.e. no phonological st0d

basis, c:f. the nouns spil, sm0r [ sbel, smceH] 'play', 'butter'. 

However, as the second part o:f complex verbs they always have 

st0d, e. g. a:fspille, besm0re [ ' a ~ 
1
sbel? ~ , be' sm a, ?He)] 'play 

back', 'smear'. 

The same is true o:f the two verbs whose imperatives have no 

st0d although they have phonetic st0d-basis, viz. komme, g0re 

[ k p m c) , g ce. : H c) ] ( imp era ti ves [ k 'D m, • g a, BJ ) , c£. bekomme, ~

g0re [be 1 kp m ?~, 'u ~. gce?H~J 'get', •consist o:f'. These 

st0d-:forms suggest, together with the :fact that all other :forms 

o:f these verbs ( except the present g0r [ g ce H] ) seem to have 

st0d under the same cqndi~ions as other verbs (c:f. the prete--

ri te .!f.2fil. [ k pm?] 'came' and the past participle gjort [ gjo ?ir d] 
'done'), that the verbs komme and g0re have underlying :forms-

with phonologica~ ~-basis, and that the imperative .!f.2fil. and 

the imperative and present g0r are marked as exceptions in the 

lexicon. But this argument is only valid i:f .·my assumption 

abo~t the st0d is valid (section 3.2. above), and I shall leave 
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the question open here. 

Another argument which ~eems to speak in :favour o:f (2) 

is the :first vowel o:f the noun badning which may be long and 

always has the quality o:f the long vowel: [ bre(:) 6 nelJ]'bathing 1
• 

(Rischel has, however, mentioned the possibility o:f deriving 

it :from bade+ning, i.e. with lengthening.in open syllable and 

shwa-deletion {oral communication).) 

I shall not make any definitive choice between the hypo

theses in question, but I think there are better arguments in 

:favour o:f (2) than o:f (1). 

One might ask why the verb is :formed :from the noun by a 

stem :formation :feature o:f length, and not the noun :from the 

verb by a shortening "stem rule". The reason is that we can -

in the cases under consideration here - give certain rules 

:for the derivation :from noun to verb but not the other way 

round: e.g. the verbs corresponding to the noun spil [ sbel] 

(with underlying single~) and the noun spild [sbil?] 'waste' 

{with underlying geminated ~) both have (surface and under~ 

lying) short vowel and, according to hypothesis (2), under

lying geminated 1 ( [sbel~] and [sbil~J 'waste', respec

tively, which have exactly the same st0d-possibilities in all 

:form~); and similarly the verbs corresponding to the noun 

~ [ bab] {with underlying short vowel) and the noun £2.g_ [B0?6] 
'mess' (with underlying long vowel) both have (surface and, 

according to hypothe-sis (2), underlying) long vowel ( [ bre: 6·-a] 
a.nd ['Ho: ~ ~ J , respectively)• 

According to hypothesis (1), the following section J.4. 
on vowel and consonant lengthening is directly relevant to the 

:formation o:f the imperatives; according to (2), the relevan.ce 

is only indirect, viz. :for the stem :formation o:f the verbs and 

not specifically :for the imperative :forms. I shall use the 

vague terms "vowel and consonant lengthening (or gemination)"· 

which may be taken to be a phonological rule or a stem for

mation rule according to the hypothesis in question on the 

:formation of the imperative. 

Since alle imperatives with phonetic st0d-basis have 

st0d {except 1£2.m_ and g0r, cf. the discussion above), either 

one or the other lengthening rule will apply to all yerbs de-
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rived from words with underlying short vowel plus a single 

voiced consonant, e.g. [ bce:,t, J has vowel lengthei:iing and 

[ sbel ~ J has consonant lengthening. 

I:f the underlying vowel of the related noun is long 

(hane : [ ho:n~] 'mock', derived from han [ h ;>? n] 'scorn'), 

or if the postvocalic voiced consonant (of the verb) is·:fol

lowed by a consonant (hilse [ hils e1] . 'gre.et'), neither of the 

lengthening rules need apply ( the imperatives are [ h~? n] and 

[hil? s J ) . (I:f it turns out to give a simpler description, 

one may let the vowel lengthening rule apply in the :first case 

and the consonant lengthening rule in the second case since· 

they will then apply vacuously, in the second case without any 

complications at all.) 

Infinitives with (sur:face) long vowel plus an unvoiced 

consonant are never derived from words with a short vowel, and 

thus they probably all have underlying long vowels (they are 

often derived :from monosyllables with long vowels, e.g. mase 

[mce: s~] 'toil' :from ~ [ mce?s J 'bother (noun) '). Thus nei

ther o:f the lengthening rules need apply to verbs whose (:firstj 

postvocalic consonant is unvoiced (but they might apply vacu

ously, c:f. above). 

3.4. Vowel and consonant lengthening 

The following problem remains: to which verbs derived 

:from monosyllables with underlying short vowel plus a s~ngle 

voiced consonant does vowel lengthening apply, and to which 

verbs does consonant lengthening apply? This question is in

timately connected with a more general one: before which con

sonants does vowel lengthening occur at all? It goes without 

saying that this general question can by no means be answered 

definitively in this paper, but I shall give a brief survey 

_o:f some material which must be taken into account. 

Our :focus o:f interest will be the relation between the 

(surface) vowel quantity o:f the infinitive (imperative) and 

o:f the word (generally a noun) it is derived :from (or related 

to). 

A summary o:f the vowel lengthening tendencies is given 

in section 3.4.1.6. below. 

\•I 
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3.4.1. Vowe1 1engthening 

Be:fore we examine the material, a :few pre1iminary re

marks will be necessary. 

Firstly, our material is limited to st0d-less monosyl-

lables ending in a voiced consosonant ( inc_luding [ i ] . and [ }¼] ) • 

Thu~ an example like sp0g [ sb p ~? J I joke 1 , cf. the verb sp0ge 

[sb0:y~] 1 joke 1 8 , is not taken into account, because it in

volves not only vowel ~engthening, but also consonant shorte

ning (i:f our concept o:f phonological~ -basis (section 3.2.) 
is accepted), and a "consonant shi:ft". 

I 

Secondly, :forms whose vowel quality di:f:fers (phonemical-· 

ly) :from that o:f the in:finitive will not be taken as decisive 

evidence :for vowel lengthening·o:f the infinitive; e.g. neither 

the noun ~ [ sgu6] 'shot' nor the participle skudt [ sgud ] 

'shot', nor the preterite ~ [ sg0 ?6 J 'shot' will be taken 

as decisive :for whether the vowel of skyde [ sgy: 6~ J 'shoot' 

has been lengthened or not •. As shown by these and many other 

examples (which often seem to give contradictory results), the 

inclusion o:f such material would presuppose a general exami

nation o:f ablaut and umlaut in Danish which has not been un

dertaken so :far. 

Thirdly, special problems arise in the noun declension. 

The noun :fred [ :f B' e c5 ] 1 peace' has the de:fini te :form :freden 

[ :f H e? b ~ n J , whereas ~ [ b H e 6 J 'brink I has the definite 

:form bredden [ blt e b? ~ n ]. It is not possible to explain this 

di££erence by a distinction between underlying long and short 

vowel, since there are also nouns with surface length in the 

indefinite :form, like~[ e ~ b J 'oath' (definite ~[e?6~nJ), 
and these obviously have underlying long vowel. How this pro

blem should be handled in a gen~rative grammar o:f Danish is an 

open question which will not be discussed in the present pa

per. 

8) The pronunciations [ sb0 ? y J and [ sb 1) ~ ~] also occur, but 
more rarely in the norm described here. 
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Be£ore m, ~'and~' there are no examples of vowel leng

thening. The case be:fore the remaining voiced consonants, i.e. 

n, _£, ~, t, and I, will be descussed separately (the question 

whether~ and I. are primary segments or derived from d and K, 
is discussed in Rischel (14)). 

3.4.1.1. Vowel lengthening be:fore n 

Generally, there is no vowel lengthening be:fore n (c:f • 

.Y.!ll!, venner [ v ~ n, v ~ n P] ':friend 1 , 1 :friends 1 ; ~, s0nner 

[-.$ cen, s cenP] 1 son 1 , 1 sons 1 ; !.!!!, fortinne [ ten, :f-OH 1 ten?~] 'tin 

(noun)', 'tin (verb)' J tran, trannet [ t Han, tH an~ b] ' ( whal·e) 

oil 1 , 1 oily'). 

In some cases, long and short vowels are found in both 

mono- and dissyllabic forms; but this should not, o:f course, 

be taken as a proof' o:f vowel lengthening ( c:f. gran [ gH an, 

g H a ~n, g Han? J 'spruce' , plural [ g H. a '?n 1) , g Han ?1)] ; sp~n 

[ sb l> n, sb ;> CZ n] 1 chip' , plural [ sb 1) n P , sb J : n 1)] ) • 

Two words might be taken as evidence o:f vowel lengthe

ning be:fore a,(Hjelmslev 1 s example (9, p. 2o): ~' hane[han, 

[hre:n~] 1 he', 'cock' should be disregarded - there is absolute-

ly no need to consider these two words related). One valid 
• l 
example is vane(v~:n~J 1habit 1 , obv,iously related to Y!!!! [van] 

which is only :found in the locution pleje van 'use to' (the 

related verb vrenne [ v en~ ] 'habituate' has a short vowel in 

a11 forms). The other is the somewhat old-fashioned verb trine 

[ t B' i :n -a] 'stalk', obviously related to the noun· trin [ t Hin] 

'step' ( the ra~e pronunciation [ t H i ~n] is also :found, cf. that 

the de:fini te :form is either [ t H in?~ b J or [ t Hi ? n ~ c5]). 
This is -the only example where a verb seems to be :formed 

by vowel lengthening be:fore B, but the example is not at all 

convincing, partly because the rare :form [ t Hi ?n] also exists. 

(Rische! has suggested that the di:f:ference in vowel length be

tween the ri:oun [ t Hin] and the verb [ t H i :n ~ J may be explained 

as a case o:f ablaut like the one between the noun 12B£! [ bub J and 

the verb byde [by: r> ._ J , both meaning I command'.) 

As stated above, vowels are generally not lengthened be

fore a, and the verb :fortinne [ :fl) H I ten?~] is :formed by conso

nant lengthening. 
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3.4.1.2. Vowel lengthening before r 

In some cases, vowel lengthening seems to occur, maybe 

{partly?) depending on the vowel in question, but the material 

is too limited :for safe conclusions to be drawn :from it. 

~ and m seem to be lengthened before£(~,~ 

[ v -g H , v l) : H -a] . 'our' ; :for, ~- [ :f-g H , :f TJ : B' ~ ] , e. g. 

in tage sig :for = :foretage sig 'undertake,'; ~' sm0re [ sm(EB' , 

sm W: H ~] 1 butter (noun)',. 'butter (verb)' j g0r, g0re [g c» B , 

g a?: H ~ J 'does', '(to) do', but g0r is an exception, c:f. 

section 3.3. above). {Note, however, that the definite :form 

o:f h0r [ h QJ H ] 'flax' is [ h '2 H ? ~ n .. J without lengthening, 

like ~, sm0rret [ sm<1 H , sm (EH? ~ ~ ] 'butter', 'the 

butter'.) 

i, z, ~,and~ do not seem to be lengthened before £ 9 

{.!£, irre [ iH , ii; ~ ] 'verdigris', 'become coated with 

verdigris 1 ; fyr, :fyrre- (~ etc.) [ :fy H , :fy H ~( ~-~&~)] . 
':fir' , 'fir ( tree etc. ) 110 ( de:fini t e :form :fyrren ( :fy H 9. 9 n J) ; 

par, parre [ p a H, P a H ~J 'pa 11·r (noun)', 'pair .(verb) 1 ·(d~finite 

:form parre t [ p a B ? ~ b ] ; c :f. kar, karre t [ k a H , k a H ? 'd b ] 

'vessel', 'the vessel'); jer, jeres [ j €.H , j e H -a s J 'your' 

( c:f. ~, boorret [ be H , be H ? ~ b] 1berryt, - 'the ber.ry' and. herr 

(short form of herre), herren [h~B, (h eH,c>,) h ~ H -an] 'sir', 

'the gentleman')). 

Thus s m0 re [ sm C2 : B ~ ] is the only verb whose in:fini-

tive seems to be formed by vowel lengthening before r (still 

disregarding voore). The verbs ~' parre_ [ i B.~ , p a H -a ] 
are :formed by consonant lengthening. 

A special problem concerning the imperative ·t0r [ tm H "'] 

1 dry' o:f the verb t0rre [ ~ (I H ~ J should be mentioned here. 

---------------------------------------------------------------
9) The verb :forms ll, ~, ~ [ E 'it ~-VQ ~ , ve :.Y ~ J 

1 is 1 , 'was•, 'be' are not taken into account. 

lo) This example should not be taken as decisive, however, 
since fyrre only occurs as 'first part o:f compounds where 
there is a general tendency toward vowel shortening. 



This verb is derived from the adjective~ [ ta, ?1:r] which 

seems to have an underlying short vowel {and a geminated £ to 

explain the st0d), since its_ definite and plural forms both 

are t0rre [ t m lf -a ] (like the infinitive of.' the verb).. Like

wise, the adverb ~ [ f.' ce '? B' J 'before' {comparative) may 

have an underlying short vowel, cf.'. the superlative f.'0rst 

[ f.' a, JJ sd] 'at first'. The £ of.' [ f.' ce ~ B' ] would then be an 
0 

underlying geminate (to explain the st0d); thus~ (compara-

tive) would have the stem "f.'cer" plus- the crimparative f.'lexive 

"r" • 
This would, however, presuppose a rule which lengthens 

the vowel, probably applying only to these two words. And 

since the adjective and the imperative~ are distinguished 

on the surface ( as [ t ce '? B' ] • versus [ t ce H ? ] ) , the men

tioned rule should apply only in the context [ + verb] or the 

like. Since this is _a very artificial kind of.' rule it may be 

the simplest solution to account f.'or these alternations in the 

lexicon,· but I shall leave the question open here. 

3.4~1.3. Vowel lengthening before v 

The words in question are those with the final st0d-less 

diphthongs [ a~] and [-P ~ J. 
Three of these seem to have vowel lengthening(~, have 

[ha~, hre:vg] 'sea', 'seas'; trav, trave [ tB' a~, tlf a :v ~J 
'trot (noun)',' trot (verb)' J ~' ~ (_l_t>~, l;, :y~] 'law, praise 

(noun)', 'laws, praise (verb)'). (Since the definite forms are 

ha vet, travet, loven [ hce? v -a b , t B' a ~ ? -a b , 1 ;> ? v ~ n ] , re~· 

spectively, it might be questioned whether the basic form of.' 

hav and 1.2.Y. has underlying short or long vowel; but as men

tioned in section 3.4.1. above, we disregard the definite :form.) 

One word, however, has definitely no vowel lengthening, 

viz. tov, tove [ t-p ~, t t> ~-a] 'rope','ropes' (definite form 

tovet [ t l) ~ 9 ~ ~ ] ) • 

The remaining ones have short vowel in the definite form, 

and tney do not :form plurals different :from the singular forms 

(.!ll, ~' Is.Y., .!:2.!,, behov [ 1 a~, n a ~ ( ? ) , JI a !:! , B 1) ~ , 

be'h"'P~] 'lichen', 'hub', 'amber', 'rapine', 'need (noun)'; 
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the last example shows that the rule that stressed syllables 

with the prefix be- have st0d i:f they have phonetic st0d-basis, 

is confined to verbs and deverbatives (e.g. participles used 

as adjectives, c:f. beharet [ be'h 'D 'l H ~ ~ ] 'hairy' and ha-

~ [ h v : ir Q O ] 'hairy ' ) ) • 

The two verbs in this material are thus :formed by vowel. 

lengthening ( imp era ti ves trav, .!.2.Y:, [ t H a ~ v, 1 ;) ·? v ] 'trot', 

'promise'). 

The word bogstav [ bogsdre~ J 11 . 'letter ( o:f the alphabet)', 

plural bogstaver [ 'bog
1 

sdre ? v 't>] , should be mentioned. Its 

second syllable probably has an underlying long vowel since 

its phonetic quality throughout the paradigm is that o:f the ·long 

vowel, c·f'. ~' ~ [ ha~• hre:v • ] • The reason why this 

syllable has no~ in the indefinite singular form should 

then be that it has no stress; a similar shi:ft between un

stressed and stressed syllable (in indefinite singular versus 

all other :forms) seems to be. :found in words o:f the type mad-

ding, maddinger [ ma(> e ') , ma(> e 'J ? 'D ] 1 bai t', 'baits', where 

the a:bsence o:f ~ in the first case can only be explained 

by the absence o:f stress {the st0d in the second case might, 

however, be explained as an automatic phenomenon occurring in 

all derivatives in -ing). 

3.4.1.4. Vowel lengthening be:fore (> 

There is a rather large number of' st0d-less monosyl

lables ending in~. Whether vowel lengthening be:fore ~ occurs 

(in open syllable) seems to be highly dependent on the vo-

wel segment in question. 

It might be pointed out here, too { c_f.. Rischel ( 14)), 
that there is only one adjective in the material - glad, glade 

[gla ~ , glre: (> ~ J 'happy' (all other adjectives with :final 

~ have a long vowel) - and a couple o:f adverbs and other "small 

words" (!!:!!, hvad, ~' ~, .!!.ig_, gid [ a~ , va O , ve r> , m & ~ , 

hi r> , gi (> ] ) , all the remaining words being nouns with a de-

--------------------------------------------------------------
11) A side:form. [ 'bog 

I 
sdre? v ] also occurs. 



finite majority for the neuter gender (most of the nouns with 

facultative ~ are of the common gender, viz. bred,~' ,2S;, 

gl0d, n0d [ b If e b (?.) , b Ii 1' ~ ( 'I ) , 11 !) ( 9 ) , gl0 ( i ) l) , 
n 0 ( 'l) <5] 'brink', 'sting', 'point', 'ember', 'nut' (notice, 

however, that st0d [ sd0( ?)<5] is neuter)). 

When the vowel is~, definitely no lengthening occurs 

(l.2,£, lodder [ l 1> ~ , l_ l) l'l t) J 'weight', 'weights'; skod, 

skodde [ sg t) e , sg ll e ~ ] 'stump', 'top ( a cigarette)' ; brod, 

brodder [ bB t) e (? ), b B' t> (') t? ] 'sting', 'stings'; ,2£, od

~ ['P l).(? )~, p 6 t> J 'point', 'points'; all the mentioned 

nouns plus flad, trad [ flt) e , t B t> 6 ] 'float', 'foot lever' 

have short vowel in their definite form (the latter two are 

related to the verbs flyde, troode [ fly 1 6 ~ , t B' & : 6 Q] 'float', 

'step', respectively, but as mentioned above we shall not use 

forms with (phonemically) different vowels as decisive evi

dence for the underlying quantity of each other)). 
12 All the words with~ which also occur in open syllable. 

have vowel lengthening (e. g. had, hade [ ha!> , hoo: 6 9 ] . 'ha-

tred', 1 hate 1

; fad, fade' [ fa 6 , foo: !) ~ ] 1 dish 1

, 'dishes'), 

also in their definite forms. 

The words with~,~,~, z, and~ have vowel lengthening 

when the vowels occur in open syllable (their definite forms 

have sometimes long, sometimes short vowels, e.g.~' budet, 

bude [ bu ~, bu ~ 6 ~ d, bu: ~ ~] 'messenger', 'the messenger', 

'messengers', versus~. buddet [ bu ~, bu~ 9 ~ d] 'command(s) 

(noun)', 'the command'). Vowel lengthening in open syllable 

also applies to words with i, except spid, spidde [ sbi l) , 

sbi e ~ ] 1 spit {noun) '-, _ 'spike (verb) ' . 

Thus it seems that verbs derived from nouns with under

lying short vowel and single~ are formed by consonant lengthe

ning if the vowel is ~ ( imperative skod [ sg l:> 6 ? ] 'top ( a 

12) I.e. before a single consonant followed by shwa; there 
is evidence, however, that definite forms of monosyllab
les (e. g. 0llen [ 01 ? ~ n ] 'the beer'), and plurals 
whose stem has st0d in that form (e.g. 0ller [ 01 ? 1)] 

'beers'), should be interpreted as being {systematically) 
monosyllables, cf. Hjelmslev (9). 
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cigarette)') and in the case o:f the verb spidde (imperative 

spid [ sbi ~ ~] 'spike'). If the vowel of the noun is short 

.e.,~,~'!!!.., or.!., the verbs are :formed by vowel lengthening 

(except spidde) (e.g. the imperatives~'~' tilsted, ~' 

.!2i:.9:, [ mre'? t) , sme? ~ , 'tel
1 

sd& 'l ~ , sd0 '? ~ , bi -Z 5 J ':feed', 

':forge', 'allow', 'push', 'bite'; c:f. the nouns~'~' 

sted, st0d, .!2i:.9:, [ ma a , sme ~ , sd E; ~ , sd0( ?) b , bi~ ] 
1 :food', 'smith', 'place', 'push', 'bite'). There· .are no examp

les o:f verbs 1vith ~ or z, but such :forms, too, would probably 

have vowel lengthening i:f they did occur (c:f. above). 

3.4.1.5. Vowel lengthening be:foreJ 

There are very :few st0d-less monosyllables in I.• Some 

of those have vowel lengthening in their definite :forms (e.g. 

rug, rugen [ B' u(~) T , B u ? y ~ n] 'rye', 'the rye'), others 

have not (e. g. skrog, skroget [ sg H 1:> y , sg H 1) y ? ~ ~ ] 'hull 1, 

'the hull'). 

I have only found one valid example (albeit a rather 

marginal one) o:f vowel lengthening in open syllable, viz. fjog, 

:fjoget [ fj p y 13 , :fj o: y ~ ~ J 1:fo61 1., ':foolish'; but skrog, 

skroget 'poor thing', 'miserable' has no lengthening ( [ sg H p y , . 

sg H 1) y ~ ~ J ) . 
The only verb relevant to ou:r discussion is f joge 

[:fj ;> : y ~] (e.g. in :f,joge rundt 'make a fool of' oneself'), 

imperative [ f j :~\ ?. ·T ] , which seems to be :formed by vowel 

lengthening. The same ma'y' be true o:f the verb tage [ tm: y 9 , 

tre ~, ta] 'take' (imperative tag { tre ? y , tre? , ta] ) , re

lated to the noun~ [ tre ~ Y, t ay] 'grasp'. 

3. 4 .1. 6. Summary of the vowel 1 engthening tend enc i .es 

Before we drown in details, let me briefly summarize the 

vowel lengthening tendencies stated above. 

It should be kept in mind that we have only examined the 

dissyllables with a single intervocalic consonant derived :from 

---~---------------------------------------------~------------
13) This is the pronunciation given by Ordbog over det 

danske Sprogi but also [ :f jo y J and [ :f j J y] are 
heard. 
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~-less monosyllabic words with final voiced consonant (be

cause it is certain that these monosyllables have underlying 

short vowel and a single final consonant, if our concept of 

phonological ~-basis is accepted at all). Furthermore, 

all cases where the vowels in question are of (phonemically) 

different quality have been disregarded. For a general dis

cussion of quantity, other kinds of material should, ~f 

course, be taken into consideration, too. 

With these reservations, it seems as if the verbs de

rived from monosylla_~les with underlying short vowel plus a 

si~gle ~ or i always have vowel lengthening (there was only 

one marginal example with I (imperative fjog [fjo?y] ), but 

since word-final 1 never has st0d, we can _be sure that i 
belongs to this group). 

If the single consonant is£ or~' vowel lengthening 

sometimes occurs. The open rounded vowels, i.e. d and~, 

seem to be lengthened before £• ~ is the only vow·el which is 

not lengthened before~. It seems surprising that the ten

dencies for a given vowel to be lengthened or not before£ or 

~ look exactly reversed. Eli Fischer-J0rgensen has suggested 

that the lengthening of~ before£ may be due to the fact that 

their place of articulation is practically the same (phone

tically, syllable-final£ is often pronounced [R] ). And since 

~ does not occur before 6 at all, the discrepancy between the 
- /I -

lengthening tendencies before rand~ is maybe only apparent. 

(It may be questioned whether~ ~nd ~ are phonemically distinct 

(a survey of the relevant material and a discussion may be 

found in Basb0ll (2)); if they are not,~ is lengthened both 

before£ (sm0r, sm0re [smmH, smm:Ho] 'butter {noun)', 

~butter (ve~b) 1) and! (st0d, st0de·[sd0(?)~,-Sd0:~a] 'push 

(noun)', 'push (verb) 1 ).) 

On the other hand, the material is so limited that some 

of the tendencies we have found toward·a dependency between 

the vowel quality and the ability of lengthening in open syl

lable may be rather accidental, b_eing due to- lack of sufficient 

data. 



3.4.2. Consonant 1engthening 

Verbs derived from monosyllables with an underlying short 

vowel plus a single (systematically) voiced consonant are 

formed by consonant lengthening if they are not formed by 

vowel lengthening (cf. the preceding section). Consonant 

lengthening thus applies if the co_nsonant is .!., ..i., !!!,, or !! 

(on the verb trine, cf. section 3.4.1.1. above), and _some

times when it is~ or£ (see above). 

4. Appendix. Imperatives in Advanced Standard Copenhagen 

One difference between Advanced Standard Copenhagen (ASC; 

cf. the references given in section 1.1. above) and the Conser

vative Standard Danish described in the present paper (CSD) is 

that the postvocalic r is pronounced [R] or deleted {viz. af

ter [a] and[~] ) in ASC. This is probably a reason why many 

imperatives, which irt CSD end in [B] p~us an unvoiced conso-
o 

nant and thus have no st0d-basis, ~ave st0d in ASC (the voic-

ing of the£ is at least a necessary condition for it to have 

st0d). Examples are spark 'kick' (CSD [sba~g], ASC [sba?g]), 
styrt 'ove~throw' (CSD [sdy~d], ASC (£dy~?d] ), skrerp 'sharpen' 

(CSD·[sg€fb], ASC [sgre~?b] ), and mors 1morse 1 (CSD [IDPfB], 

ASC [mP?s] ). This tendency is not, however, completely carried 

through in ASC (e.g. mrerk 1 remark 1 , CSD [m€fg], is [mm~g], 
less often [mw~?g], in ASC). 

If this tendency is carried through, the result will be 

that£ then belongs to the class of phonemes which always have 

phonetic st0d-basis together with a preceding short vowel, and 

phonological st0d-basis together with a preceding short vowel 

and a following consonant, i.e. the rules for ~-basis be

come considerably simpler (both because the st0d-basis may be 

formulated without regard to vowel-remote consonants (cf. the 

clusters /rp, rt, rk, rf, rs/ in CSD), and because the class 

of phonemes constituting ~-basis together with a preceding 

short vowel will simply be those which are [+voiced]). 

But the main difference between ASC and CSD is - at 

least as far as the imperatives are concerned - that in ASC 

all st0d-syllables with final[~,.~• i, ~] (corresponding to 
,\ 
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CSD £,~or I,~ or I, and!) have a short vowel and st0d in 

the :following segment. This makes the description o:f the im

peratives more complicated :from a taxonomic point o:f view {c:f. 

bad, bade [bre6?], [bre:6.J 'bathe (imperative)', 1bathe (infi

nitive)' with different vowel quantity). 

From a generative point o:f view, there seems to be at 

least two possible ways o:f describing this phenomenon: 

(1) All imperatives o:f verbs derived :from monosyllables 

with underlying short vowel plus a single (systematically) 

voiced consonant except nasals and 1 are formed by means o:f a 

stem :formation feature o:f consonant lengthening. 

(2) Imperatives are formed in the same way as in CSD, 

and there is a later rule (that will be needed anyhow) which 

moves the st0d from the vowel to the following consonant i:f 

the latter is [+voiced, -nasal, -lateral]. 

It should be noted that alternative (1) does not remove 

the difficulty of explaining what vowels are lengthened before 

what consonants in what position; e.g. the di:f:ference between 

slid, slide [sli~ , sli:6.j 'bother {noun)', 'toil (verb)' 

and spid, spidde [sbi6 , sbi6.] 'spit {noun)', 'spike {verb)' 

is still to be explained. 

I shall leave the choice between the alternatives open, 

but only· emphasize that the grammars o:f ASC and CSD cannot, of' 

course, be looked upon as independent o:f each other. 

•I,.\ 
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